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Year by year the Gaelic heart turns thither, as the magnet to the north, and 
pilgrims come across the division of the seas. The sighs of dead 
generations are heavy in the air, and the very stones are steeped with their 
prayers. 

On the red tideless water is writ the destiny of Ireland.

~Shane Leslie, Lough Derg in Ulster, 1902, p. 
10
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Background
• Academic / social scientist 

– plural methods 
– non-fiction, creative non-fiction, fiction 

• Media commentator 
• Blogger/microblogger 
• Crime fiction dabbler/drabbler/

reviewer 
• Narratives/stories about data, and 

through data, society 
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A ghostly presence ...
• ‘Ghostland’ 
• Concerned planning and housing development corruption in rural 

Ireland 
• Written Dec 2008 - Aug 2009 
• Been through agents and publisher mill but never published 
• Yet been reworked into several other narratives and drew on many 

sources of data/narratives (official stats, media commentary, policy & 
legal documents, personal stories, fictional accounts) 

• These narratives had diverse effects shaping national housing debates/
policy
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A ghostly presence ...
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Fiction ! research ! blog posts

Fiction Mapping – AIRO

Blogging

Research
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Stories in action  
Oversupply, unfinished estates, property crash
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Newspaper op eds 
Email correspondence 

Policy papers 

Policy consultation 

Television documentary script 
Powerpoint slides 

Academic papers 

Teaching materials 

Short stories

Public talks 
Academic talks/discussions 
Class lectures 
Interviews with journalists 
Attending meetings 
Sitting on boards/committees 
Stakeholder research/PAR 
Grant applications 

Multiple interconnecting narratives

Fiction Mapping – AIRO

Blogging Microblogging

Research
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Stories in action  
Oversupply, unfinished estates, property crash

http://www.airo.ie/mapping-module/atlas/Housing/RoI+Housing+Monitoring+Tool
http://www.airo.ie/news/cso-residential-property-prices-2005-2011
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Data-driven housing stories
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Stories about data
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Conclusion

• Trying to produce a diverse set of data-driven narratives about socio-
spatial processes and space/place 

• Non-fiction, creative non-fiction, fiction 

• In different media – papers/books, blogs, media, policy docs, talks, 
teaching, dashboard 

• In different registers – for academics, policy makers, students, public 

• Using various forms of data – official, personal accounts, photos, field 
notes, fiction  

• Various forms of data constitute different forms of narrative – at 
varying scales (home to nation) – that enable us to tell stories about 
housing and the Irish crisis, both its unfolding and how it is 
experienced; its effects and its meaning-making for people
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https://seed-story.com/contents

https://seed-story.com/contents
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